Branch Networks
Create, deploy & manage branch networks in days, not months.
Cradlepoint’s NetCloud Solution Packages for Branch Networks deliver pervasive broadband connectivity, cloud-like agility, and software extensibility for fixed and pop-up retail locations, restaurants, offices, and more. Cradlepoint’s Advanced Edge Routers are cloud-managed and can be deployed anywhere in days instead of months. Benefits include:

- All-in-one design
- SD-WAN for optimised LTE
- Single-pane-of-glass management
- Leading 4G LTE with pathway to 5G
- Unified edge security
- Comprehensive IoT support

Mobile Networks
Provide secure, constant mobile connectivity for field forces.
Cradlepoint’s NetCloud Solution Packages for Mobile Networks deliver pervasive broadband connectivity, cloud-like agility, and software extensibility for organizations that depend on field forces—such as emergency services, transportation departments, utility crews, and more. Cradlepoint’s mobile routers are cloud-managed and can be deployed anywhere in days instead of months. Benefits include:

- Ruggedised all-in-one solution
- Mobile SD-WAN
- GPS & telematics integration
- Unified Internet security
- Connect & protect mobile & IoT devices
- Cloud management optimised for LTE
- Advanced 4G LTE

IoT Networks
Simplify how you connect, protect & manage IoT devices.
Cradlepoint’s NetCloud Solution Packages for IoT Networks deliver pervasive broadband connectivity, cloud-like agility, software extensibility, and perimeter-based security for a wide variety of IoT and M2M deployments located anywhere. Cradlepoint’s IoT routers are cloud-managed and can be deployed anywhere in days instead of months. Benefits include:

- Compact & flexible solution
- Extensibility dock
- Device management & more
- Built-in security for IoT & M2M
- Edge Computing for customised cost-efficiencies
- LTE leadership today & tomorrow
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**Raising Canes – Branch**

**SOLUTION:**
AER Series & NetCloud Manager

**APPLICATION:**
Primary Edge Routing, Failover, IPS / IDS, Cloud Management, WAN

“Working with Cradlepoint allows me to go into a restaurant and say, ‘What’s the most effective way for me to watch costs and still get the quality of network connectivity I need?’”

cradlepoint.com/raising-canves

---

**David’s Bridal – Failover**

**SOLUTION:**
ARC LTE Adapter & NetCloud Manager

**APPLICATION:**
Failover, Centralized Cloud Management, Future Proofing Network Operations

“When we first implemented NetCloud Manager (NCM), I divided our 330 stores into three groups. With just a couple of clicks, I can use NCM to upgrade all 330 devices in less than 10 minutes. That saves us a lot of labor and got our stores protected very quickly.”

cradlepoint.com/davids-bridal

---

**San Antonio VIA – Mobile**

**SOLUTION:**
COR Series & NetCloud Manager

**APPLICATION:**
SD-Perimeter, M2M / IoT, Pop-Up Networks, Network-as-a-Service, Cloud Management

“After the installations, Cradlepoint provided the resources need to merely flip a switch and offer free 4G LTE-based WiFi to all of our riders instantly.”

cradlepoint.com/sa-via

---

**JBT – IoT**

**SOLUTION:**
COR Series, NetCloud Manager & NetCloud Perimeter

**APPLICATION:**
SD-Perimeter, M2M / IoT, Pop-Up Networks, Network-as-a-Service, Cloud Management

“Our customers can be standing on a PBB, turn on the Cradlepoint, and see their gate system appear on their phone – all in less than a second. When you can do that and realize the data is going through cellular service at that rate, it is truly impressive.”

cradlepoint.com/jbt

---

**Indianapolis Fire – First Responders**

**SOLUTION:**
COR Series & NetCloud Manager

**APPLICATION:**
In-Vehicle / Mobile Office, Cloud Management

“Cradlepoint has offered us a stability we’ve never had. With NCM, the my team can manage and troubleshoot our mobile networks remotely – keeping our firefighters and vehicles always connected.”

cradlepoint.com/indy-fire

---

The global leader in cloud-delivered 4G LTE network solutions.
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